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LOCKDOWN SOURDOUGH 

I’ve been baking my own bread ever since I got married as being the only way to ensure 
my husband has fresh bread while I hardly ever eat any - much nicer than throwing away 
stale supermarket bread all the time!  


Many years ago my son gave us a wonderful bread machine and that has been my 
standby ever since … until Lockdown last March and the disappearance of bread flour 
and yeast from the supermarket shelves!  Luckily I sourced both online and was able to 
keep going.


Then came the summer holidays and a marvellous two-week break from Covid in 
Cornwall with my lovely son and his family.  I was rummaging in the depths of the fridge 
and came upon a small glass jar containing an unnamed creamy substance.  “Oh that’s a 
sourdough starter that I haven’t got round to yet” my son said.  


They’d been camping up in the Lake District with friends and having admired the 
sourdough bread cooked on the campfire - a donation was made.  Knowing my son and 
his propensity for instant results, bread making was unlikely to feature in his lifestyle … 
whereas I was instantly interested!


That very night the friend’s starter and instructions were put to work.  I spent the next day 
working the dough and that evening, hey presto, a very edible sourdough loaf was 
produced.  I have to say that this first effort was a bit dense and had not risen as 
beautifully as predicted, but all round praise was given for the taste.  


I have learnt much since then from researching methods and recipes online, and have 
now progressed to ciabatta and focaccia recipes - all so tasty!  Such a contrast with 
normal bread, and unlike with a bread machine, mistakes don’t result in an inedible mass 
that you can’t get out of the bread pan.  Also, traditionally you don’t need to add oil.


I now know that the kneading process for sourdough is a gentle stretching technique - a 
very far cry from the energetic rolling and pounding required for regular bread.  Also, 
dipping your hands/spatula in water works much better than rubbing them with flour.  
That: baking parchment works best for lining your covered baking pot, rice flour works 
best for lining your banneton for proofing, oil works best for lining your bowl for the bulk 
rise.  And - don’t be afraid of the water content, it’s what enables that lovely open texture. 


I am absolutely certain that it is better for the digestion;  I know a loaf lasts better, freezes 
well and thaws perfectly;  the yeast culture freezes well and thaws perfectly in the fridge;  
and best of all it’s an easy process which I can control according to the time I have 
available - I can even slow the rise for hours by popping the bowl in the fridge.


I am so happy to have joined the sourdough community.  Here is the recipe for Pain de 
Campagne from my son’s friend for your collection if you are already into sourdough … or 
if new to it all - why don’t you have a go?  Bread making is a lovely mindful process and 
soothes the soul.
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1	 First effort


2	 Going brown and getting better


3	 Shaped in a Banneton and properly risen


NB	 You can buy a starter online, even get a vintage one!

	 Or I can give you a spare culture from feeding mine which I do once a week
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